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a b s t r a c t
A software birthmark refers to the inherent characteristics of a program that can be used to identify the
program. In this paper, a method for detecting the theft of Java programs through a static software birthmark is proposed that is based on the control ﬂow information. The control ﬂow information shows the
structural characteristics and the possible behaviors during the execution of program. Flow paths (FP)
and behaviors in Java programs are formally described here, and a set of behaviors of FPs is used as a software birthmark. The similarity is calculated by matching the pairs of similar behaviors from two birthmarks. Experiments centered on the proposed birthmark with respect to precision and recall. The
performance was evaluated by analyzing the F-measure curves. The experimental results show that
the proposed birthmark is a more effective measure compared to earlier approaches for detecting copied
programs, even in cases where such programs are aggressively modiﬁed.
Ó 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Software is the intellectual property of its developers. It is protected by copyright law and regulations. Software piracy is the act
of making unauthorized copies of computer software or reusing
the source codes of programs without permission or observing
the software license. A recent study of piracy [7] reported that
the losses caused by software piracy are increasing every year;
lowering the rate of software piracy, according to this study, will
have a number of beneﬁcial economic effects. In the case of open
source software, the piracy is a different issue. Many programs
are distributed with the source code, and subscribers are allowed
to modify or redistribute program code under certain types of software licenses. For example, software developed using GNU General
Public License (GPL) software should follow the tenets of GPL by
opening the source code to the public. However, it has been reported that many software developers and companies do not follow the license policy [1]. If the license policy for individual
software is not obeyed, intellectual property rights for software
are weakened.
Software is a type of digital media that can be copied and distributed without obtaining the permission of the owner. In order
to reduce and cope with software theft, it is necessary to protect
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against illegal tampering and to identify the originality of software. However, this is not easy, as stolen software can be distributed without the source codes. Moreover, binary executables are
not suitable for a direct comparison with other software. The
software may be obfuscated or modiﬁed to hide the fact of software theft. Hence, in several lawsuits involving GPL violations,
including Sony’s PlayStation 2 ICO and Skype’s VoIP telephone,
the evidence has been shown of manual reverse engineering,
which is tedious and time-consuming. This environment brings
about a pervasive impulse to steal source code of programs.
Therefore, in order to deal with software theft, the development
of efﬁcient technology that identiﬁes the originality of software
is necessary.
A software birthmark is a technique that is used for identifying
the originality of software. The technology is often used to denote
the inherent characteristics extracted from programs themselves
so as to discriminate one from another. By comparing these characteristics, it is possible to observe any similarity between the programs. A high level of similarity relative to an original program
implies that a program is a copy.
This paper presents a method for detecting the theft of Java programs by analyzing the control ﬂow information. Given that the
control ﬂow information shows the possible control ﬂows when
a program is executed, this information represents the behavioral
characteristics of the program. It can be also used as a means of
identifying the originality of a program. The ﬂow paths (FP) of program are formally described, and the behaviors of the FP are used
as the discriminating characteristics of the program. The proposed
method can be used to detect the theft of modules or libraries by
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comparing the characteristics extracted from a certain part of an
original program with a suspicious program.
The proposed birthmark is evaluated with respect to two properties: credibility and resilience. The credibility property requires
the birthmark to differentiate different programs clearly, while
the resilience property requires that the birthmark is able to detect
the theft of a program even after the stolen programs are modiﬁed
by semantics-preserving transformations. Experiments are conducted regarding the proposed birthmark with respect to precision
and recall and the performance is evaluated by analyzing the Fmeasure curves. Additionally, the methods are compared with
three previous approaches, the birthmark of Tamada et al.
[43,44], the k-gram based birthmark [29,32], and the stack pattern
based birthmark [23]. The experimental results show that the proposed method detects copied programs more effectively, even in
cases in which the programs are aggressively modiﬁed.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing
approaches to software theft detection. Section 3 describes the
motivation and key idea of the proposed approach. Section 4 gives
the formal deﬁnition of a software birthmark and proposes a static
Java birthmark based on control ﬂow information. Section 5 presents experimental data and evaluates the proposed birthmark.
Section 6 discusses several additional issues regarding the proposed method. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
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marks. Tamada et al. [43,44] considered four structural characteristics of Java programs to identify the originality of the programs: the
constant values in ﬁeld variables (CVFV), the sequence of method
calls (SMC), the inheritance structure (IS), and the used classes
(UC). These birthmarks depend on comparisons of the names of
classes or methods, so the approach is susceptible to modiﬁcation
of such information. Myles and Collberg [29,32] used the sequences
of k contiguous opcodes in programs as the discriminating characteristics. Lim et al. [23] used the sequences of contiguous opcodes
which were partitioned on the basis of their operand stack depth.
Because the two approaches only consider the physical orders of
instructions, they are susceptible to program modiﬁcations that
change control ﬂows of programs. Park et al. presented methods
for detecting software thefts by comparing the full traces of instructions [34] or API calls [33] of programs. These approaches can be applied only to small programs, because the number of traces may
exponentially increase according to the program structures.
Tamada et al. [45] and Schuler et al. [41,42] used the run-time
behaviors of API calls during execution stages of programs as the
characteristics for identifying the programs. The whole program
path birthmark by Myles and Collberg [28,32] extracted the characteristics of programs through graph representations that were compressed from dynamic traces of the programs.

3. Motivation
2. Related work
There have been a lot of researches on detecting or preventing
software thefts. If source codes of programs are available, textual
based plagiarism detection methods can be applied to detect suspected copies. These methods try to ﬁnd the plagiarized programs
by comparing structures in source codes of the programs, such as
text itself, program syntax, or program styles. JPlag [35,36] and
YAP3 [48] compared token sequences parsed from the source
codes of programs by using greedy string tiling algorithm [47].
Sim [21] compared strings extracted from the parse trees of programs by using a string alignment algorithm. Moss [10] compared
the ﬁngerprints of programs that were constructed through winnowing algorithm [40]. Burrows et al. [12] presented an efﬁcient
plagiarism detection strategy by separating a feasible set of copied
programs from large code repositories using inverted indexes of
programs. Because most commercial programs are distributed only
in the form of binary executables, these approaches are limited to
environments where the source codes are available.
Software watermarks are techniques used to ﬁnd stolen programs by recognizing previously embedded identiﬁers. Static
watermarks make use of software’s features that are available at
static time to embed such identiﬁers. Because static watermarks
are stored in the software itself, the recognition of watermarks
does not require executing the software. The static watermarks
can be encoded in several ways, such as basic block reordering
[19] or register reallocation [37,27], and inserted through opaque
predicates [8,26,30]. Dynamic watermarks are stored in execution
states of programs, rather than in the program codes themselves,
so the recognition of watermarks needs to execute the programs.
The dynamic watermarks are embedded in such a way that the
identiﬁers can be extracted while programs are running with predeﬁned input sequences. There have been several approaches for
dynamic watermarking, such as Easter egg watermark [13,14], data
structure watermark [13], execution trace watermark [16,17], and
branch-based watermark [31]. Software watermarking methods
can be applied only to programs that have been watermarked before releasing.
For general approaches for detecting software thefts from binary
programs, there have been several researches on software birth-

Dynamic and static approaches exist for software birthmarks.
Dynamic approaches abstract the characteristics of a program by
recording the actual behaviors during the execution of the program
for a given input. These approaches are highly dependent on the given input and the run-time environments. Moreover, dynamic approaches cannot feasibly cover all possible program paths; they
can only extract the characteristics from the run-time slice of a
program. In particular, when certain suspect modules of a program
are believed to have been stolen from an original program, it is difﬁcult to maintain the characteristics of the relevant part of the program. On the other hand, static approaches use the static
information of a program and do not require the execution of the
program to extract its identifying characteristics. Because static approaches mainly focus on static information that is obtained from
program codes, they can readily investigate suspicious parts of a
program or cover all components of a program. However, these
methods tend to overlook program’s features appearing from operational behaviors of a program, which can be a more reasonable
measure for examining the originality of software. As a solution
that supplements the shortcoming of the static approaches, the
control ﬂow information of programs is considered. From the control ﬂow information of programs, the possible execution paths of
the programs can be collected at static time.
Many program analysis techniques rely on control ﬂow information that is derived from a control ﬂow graph (CFG) [46]. In the Java
language [22], source codes are compiled into a portable binary format which is known as Java bytecodes. These bytecodes are machine codes that can run directly on the Java Virtual Machine [25].
As the design of Java bytecodes focuses on portability issues, which
requires a considerable number of high-level features, Java bytecodes inherit most of their structures from the source programs,
including the control ﬂows, class inheritance structures, and variable usage patterns. Hence, the control ﬂow graphs generated from
the bytecodes can be used with several analysis techniques that are
useful for understanding Java programs. Additionally, the information can be used as features for identiﬁcation among Java programs.
Fig. 1a shows the CFG and the basic blocks of Java bytecodes for a
bubble sort program implemented in Java language. In the example,
the control structure in the source program is mostly preserved in
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(a) The CFG of Java bytecodes for a bubble sort program.

(b) Obfuscated by Smokescreen.

Fig. 1. The CFG and the basic blocks of a bubble sort program and its obfuscated CFG.

the CFG of the Java bytecodes even after the source code is compiled
to Java bytecodes. Fig. 1b shows the CFG of the program transformed by the process of the Smokescreen obfuscator [5]. The
obfuscated CFG appears to differ somewhat from the original CFG.
However, careful inspection reveals that the core control ﬂows in
the original CFG remain intact (as shown in the dotted box).
Although some control ﬂow obfuscation modiﬁes the CFG of a program, the sequence of control ﬂows are likely to remain as the
semantics of the program must be preserved. Particularly, the sequence of control ﬂows forms execution paths of the program.
Execution paths of a program show feasible sequences of
instructions while the program executes. These sequences of
instructions can be abstracted from the control ﬂow information
of a program and speciﬁcally indicate how operations are performed to complete some arranged task. So, the degree of analogy
between execution paths of programs can be a viable evidence to
determine whether one program is copied from another. In this paper, a method for detecting a theft of Java programs is presented by
comparing abridged execution paths analyzed from the control
ﬂow information.
4. Software birthmark based on control ﬂow information
4.1. Software birthmark
Software birthmark refers to a method for detecting cases of
software theft through comparisons of the inherent characteristics
of programs. For criteria that are more deﬁnitive in the determination of software theft, the copy relation of programs is extended
from [44] as follows:
Deﬁnition 1 (Copy Relation). For programs P and Q, the two
programs are considered to be in copy relation if one of the
following conditions are satisﬁed:
 Program Q is exactly duplicated from program P.
 Program Q is obtained from P by renaming identiﬁers.
 Program Q is obtained from P by applying semantics-preserving
transformations of optimization, obfuscation, or recompilation.
 Program Q is obtained from P by capturing one or more modules
in P.

 Program Q is obtained from P by iteratively applying the above
modiﬁcations.
Copy relation represents a relationship in which one program
originates from another. For a more concrete formulation, a software birthmarking system [32] that detects programs in copy relation is deﬁned by two functions: extractðÞ and compareðÞ. For a
given program P, the function extractðPÞ generates a set of characteristics (a birthmark) that differs from another program. Correspondingly, for given birthmarks bmP and bmQ , the function
compareðbmP ; bmQ Þ calculates the similarity between the birthmarks. The similarity value ranges between 0 and 1 in proportion
to the degree of similarity, and an analysis of the similarity between the two birthmarks can determine if the two programs are
in copy relation. For example, two programs are suspected to be
in copy relation if the similarity is higher than 1  , for a given
threshold value of . For this purpose, the software birthmarking
system must satisfy the following two properties [32]:
Property 1 (Credibility). Let P and Q be independently written
programs. The software birthmarking system is then evaluated as
credible if the system can discriminate the two programs; that is,
similarityðbmP ; bmQ Þ < 1  .
Property 2 (Resilience). Let program Q be in copy relation with program P. The software birthmarking system is then evaluated as resilient if the system can discern that the two programs are in copy
relation; that is, similarityðbmP ; bmQ Þ P 1  .
The credibility property is a criterion that excludes the possibility of false positives. In other words, although two programs may
have functionalities that are identical, the programs will have different birthmarks if they are developed independently. The resilience property speciﬁes that the birthmarking system detects
programs in copy relation even when the programs have been
modiﬁed. This implies that the system should reduce the possibility of false negatives by as much as possible.
4.2. Flow path
A control ﬂow graph [46,49] is a graph representing a program
structure in which nodes and edges describe the basic blocks and
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the possible control ﬂows, respectively. A basic block contains a sequence of instructions with a single entry point and a single exit
point. When control enters into a basic block, the control can begin
only at the entry point of the basic block and leave the basic block
only at its exit point. For basic blocks v 1 and v 2 , if an edge exists
from v 1 to v 2 , this indicates that an execution may occur in which
v 2 is executed after v 1 .
In order to perform control ﬂow analysis of Java bytecodes, it is
necessary to extend existing control ﬂow analysis techniques to
adapt Java bytecodes. The procedure for constructing a CFG for a
Java program is as follows:
(1) Initially, basic blocks are determined by ﬁnding the set of
headers that can be the entry point of each basic block.
The headers apply in following instructions:
 the ﬁrst instruction of a method,
 the targets of branch instructions, or
 the immediate following instructions of conditional
branches.
(2) After all basic blocks are determined, the CFG is constructed
by adding edges between basic blocks, where control ﬂows
exist. The Java Virtual Machine provides jump to subroutine
(jsr, jsr_w) and return (ret) instructions, which also construct edges in the CFG. After pairing each jsr or jsr_w with
its corresponding ret, control ﬂow edges are added from the
basic blocks containing jsr or jsr_w to their jump target
basic blocks. Their return edges are then added from the
basic blocks containing their corresponding ret instructions
to the next basic blocks of the jsr or jsr_w instructions.
(3) In Java, exceptions change the control ﬂow of program. For
example, if an exception occurs, the control ﬂow jumps to
the handler routine of the exception. In addition, obfuscators
may change branch constructs using exception handling routines. In order to manage this situation, the exception edges
are added to the CFG of Java program. The exception table
maintains the ranges of instructions managed by exception
handlers and maintains the addresses of their exception handler routines. From this information, the exception edges are
added from the basic blocks in the ranges of the exceptions to
the target addresses for their handler routines.
From the CFG of a program, it is possible to determine the ﬂow
paths (FP) of the program. These are the sequences of basic blocks
that are possible traces during program execution. The FPs are abstract information that represents the behavioral characteristics of
the program. A FP is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 (k-Flow Path). Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be the control ﬂow graph
of a program. V ¼ fv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v n g is the set of basic blocks, and
E ¼ fðv i ; v j Þjv j is directly reachable from v i g is the set of edges in G.
Then a k-ﬂow path (k-FP) is deﬁned as follows.
(1) If k ¼ 1, each node of the CFG G is the 1-FP. Hence, a set of 1FP, FP 1 , is as follows:

FP1 ðGÞ ¼ fhv 1 i; hv 2 i; . . . ; hv n ig:

ð1Þ

(2) If k > 1, for a hv i1 ; v i2 ; . . . ; v ik1 i 2 FP k1 ðGÞ, and some
v 2 NG ðv ik1 Þ; hv i1 ; v i2 ; . . . ; v ik1 ; v i is a k-FP, where NG ðv ik1 Þ
denotes the set of vertices that are directly reachable from
the vertex v ik1 through non-exception edges. The set of kFP, FP k , is then as follows:

FPk ðGÞ ¼ fhv i1 ; v i2 ; . . . ; v ik1 ; v ijhv i1 ; v i2 ; . . . ; v ik1 i
2 FPk1 ðGÞ and

v 2 NG ðv i

k1

Þg:

ð2Þ

The FPs of a CFG are abstract information constructed from the
CFG of a program. In Eq. (1), each basic block constitutes 1-FP of a
CFG. The 1-FPs do not include the information of the control ﬂow
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edges; they only contain the information of each node. In Eq. (2),
k-FP is deﬁned by induction in such a way that the k-FPs are constructed from ðk  1Þ-FPs by appending basic blocks reachable
from the end of the ðk  1Þ-FPs. Because throwing exceptions is
not in a normal program condition, exception edges are excluded
from generated FPs. Since the k-FPs are constructed from the CFG
of a program, they represent the possible sequences of basic blocks
when the program is executed. The procedure for calculating the kFPs from a CFG is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Calculating k-FP from control ﬂow graph.
INPUT Control ﬂow graph G ¼ ðV; EÞ and k (the length of FP)
OUTPUT FP k
for all node v 2 V do
Insert hv i to FP 1 ;
end for
for i ¼ 2 to k do
for all hv 1 ; . . . ; v i1 i 2 FP i1 do
for all v 2 N G ðv i1 Þ do
Insert hv 1 ; . . . ; v i1 ; v i to FP i ;
end for
end for
end for
The CFG of a program shows the behavioral and structural characteristics of the program, such as branches, loops, and sequences.
Hence, the CFG is an effective structure for characterizing individual programs. However, the CFG assumes the form of a graph,
which is difﬁcult to manipulate or compare. For this reason, a simple representation of the CFG is necessary to abstract behavioral
characteristics. The set of FPs in a CFG is an abridged representation of the CFG. Additionally, for an arbitrary CFG, there exists only
one set of FPs. Therefore, this set can be used as characteristics in
the identiﬁcation of program. From the deﬁnition of k-FP, the
behavior of k-FP is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 3 (Behavior of k-FP). Let G ¼ ðV; EÞ be the CFG of a
program and bcðv Þ be the sequence of bytecodes in the basic block
v 2 V. The behavior of a k-FP, denoted by behav iorðk  FPÞ, is then
deﬁned as follows:
(1) If k ¼ 1, let hv i be a 1-FP of the CFG G, i.e., v 2 V. Then bcðv Þ
is the behavior of hv i.
(2) If k > 1, let hv 1 ; . . . ; v k1 ; v k i be a k-FP of the CFG G.
Then concatðbehav iorðhv 1 ; . . . ; v k1 iÞ; bcðv k ÞÞ is the behavior
of the k-FP hv 1 ; . . . ; v k1 ; v k i, where concatðx; yÞ denotes the
concatenation of two sequences x and y.
The behavior of FP is the speciﬁc sequence of bytecodes executed by the FP. Therefore, the behavior is organized by the bytecodes stored in the basic blocks constructing the FP.
For example, let Fig. 1a be the CFG G of a program P. The sets of
k-FP, denoted by FP k ðGÞ, then take the following form:

FP1 ðGÞ ¼ fhB1i; hB2i; hB3i; hB4i; hB5i; hB6i; hB7i; hB8i; hB9ig;
FP2 ðGÞ ¼ fhB1; B2i; hB2; B3i; hB3; B4i; hB4; B5i; hB5; B6i;
hB6; B7i; hB5; B7i; hB7; B4i; hB4; B8i; hB8; B2i; hB2; B9ig;
FP3 ðGÞ ¼ fhB1; B2; B3i; hB1; B2; B9i; hB2; B3; B4i; hB3; B4; B5i;
hB3; B4; B8i; hB4; B5; B6i; hB4; B5; B7i; hB5; B6; B7i;
hB6; B7; B4i; hB5; B7; B4i; hB7; B4; B5i; hB7; B4; B8i;
hB4; B8; B2i; hB8; B2; B3i; hB8; B2; B9ig;
..
.:
The behaviors of FPs are then constructed by concatenating the
speciﬁc sequences of bytecodes contained in the corresponding basic blocks.
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4.3. The proposed birthmark
In order to detect software theft via a software birthmark, it is
important to measure the similarity between two birthmarks. For
a complete birthmarking system, it is necessary to provide a function for extracting the birthmarks from programs and a measure
for calculating the similarity between the birthmarks.
Deﬁnition 4 (Flow Path Birthmark). For a Java program P, let
M 1 ; . . . ; M n be the methods in P. Let Gi be the CFG of the method
i
Mi . The k-FP birthmark of the method M i ; bmk ðPÞ, is deﬁned as
follows:
i

bmk ðPÞ ¼ fbehav iorðaÞja 2 FPk ðGi Þg:

ð3Þ

The k-FP-based birthmark of the program P; bmk ðPÞ, is then deﬁned
as follows:

bmk ðPÞ ¼

n
[

i

bmk ðPÞ:

ð4Þ

i¼1

The ﬂow path (FP) birthmark of a method consists of the behaviors of FPs generated from the method, and the birthmark of a program is the union of FP birthmarks of all methods in the program.
The behaviors in a Java program represent the sequence of bytecodes that is executed along FPs of the program. For two programs,
a state of similar CFGs implies the strong possibility that one program has been copied from the other. Because the behaviors originate from the CFG of the program, similar behaviors in two
programs indicate that the two CFGs are also similar, which is
strong evidence that the two programs are in copy relation.
4.4. Matching two behaviors
The FP birthmark of a program consists of the behaviors of FPs
in the CFG of the program. In other words, the birthmark is represented by a set of behaviors of the FPs, and the behaviors are the
elements of the birthmark. Hence, it is necessary to examine all
behaviors to ascertain the similarity between two programs. A
behavior refers to the possible sequence of bytecodes that can be
executed during program execution. Thus, if behaviors are similar
between programs, it can be inferred that two behaviors perform
similar tasks in the programs.

The ﬁrst step when calculating the similarity between two
birthmarks is to determine the matching point among the behaviors in each birthmark. This measure represents the similarity between two behaviors. In order to compare the behaviors, the semiglobal alignment algorithm [11] was applied. This algorithm is often
used in DNA sequence alignment problems. In order to align two
sequences, the necessary operations are as follows:
 matches to align pairs of matched elements,
 mismatches to align pairs of mismatched elements in both
sequences, and
 gaps to skip one mismatched elements in one of the two
sequences.
The procedure for aligning behaviors is accomplished by dynamic programming. Let a ¼ ðx1 ; . . . ; xm Þ be a behavior in the original program and b ¼ ðy1 ; . . . ; yn Þ be a behavior in a suspicious
program. Beginning at the top left cell, the matching point up to
position ði; jÞ; c½i; j, is calculated as follows:

8
0
>
>
>
>
>
ði
 gapÞ
>
>
>
>
< c½i  1; j  1 þ wðxi Þ
8
c½i; j ¼
>
>
>
< c½i  1; j  1  r
>
>
>
>
max
c½i  1; j  gap
>
>
>
>
:
:
c½i; j  1  gap

if i ¼ 0;
if i > 0 and j ¼ 0;
if i; j > 0 and xi ¼ yj ;

ð5Þ

if i; j > 0 and xi – yj ;

where wðxi Þ denotes the matching weight of the bytecode xi ; r
denotes the mismatching penalty for one mismatched pair of elements in both sequences, and gap denotes the penalty for skipping
a mismatched element in one of the sequences.
After calculating the matching point for each cell in dynamic
programming, the resulting value of the semi-global alignment is
obtained by ﬁnding the maximum value among the values in the
bottom row, as follows:

Semi-Globalða; bÞ ¼ maxðc½m; jÞ:
j

ð6Þ

By penalizing for mismatches and gaps, this method can discriminate different behaviors with high sensitivity. In addition, it is more
appropriate for comparing the original behaviors with modiﬁed
behaviors that may be augmented by some additional elements, be-

Fig. 2. Sample behaviors and semi-global alignment algorithm.
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cause this method does not consider the penalties caused by the
heading and tailing mismatches of one sequence.
The matching point depends on the matching weights of
matched bytecodes. The matching point should be determined
not by how many bytecodes are matched but by how much similar
operations are performed by the behaviors. For example, it is more
desirable to assign lower matching weights to general instructions
used in several places, such as aload_0, ldc, and return, and
higher matching weights to instructions that represent speciﬁc
operations, such as iadd, isub, and if_icmpge. So, the matching
weight is designed with respect to the speciﬁcity of bytecodes
using a weighting scheme, the inverse document frequency [38].
Let C be the total number of class ﬁles observed, and numðopcÞ
be the number of class ﬁles in which the opcode opc appears
among the class ﬁles. The inverse document frequency of opcode
opc is then calculated as follows:

idf ðopcÞ ¼ log

C
:
numðopcÞ

ð7Þ

The matching weights of individual bytecodes are then calculated
by normalizing their inverse document frequencies between 1
and 10. So, the matching weight of each bytecode ranges between
1 and 10 with respect to the speciﬁcity of each bytecode.
Fig. 2a shows an example of the two behaviors a and b. This table shows sequences of bytecodes and the matching weights of the
bytecodes. Fig. 2b shows the procedure for aligning two behaviors
using semi-global alignment. The penalty values are applied with
r ¼ 2 and gap ¼ 1. The traces in the grid provide a method of computing the resulting value for aligning two behaviors by placing the
matching point up to the position in each cell. Firstly, the ﬁrst row
and the ﬁrst column are initialized with zeros and ði  gapÞ,
respectively. Secondly, the matching point for each cell is calculated by applying the matching condition, such as match, mismatch, and gap, between each pair of instructions of two
behaviors. For example, the pair of instructions is matched with
iload_1 in the cell labeled ðaÞ. So, the point of the cell is calculated
by adding the weight of wðiload 1Þ ¼ 2 to the upper-left cell.
Similarly, consider the cell labeled ðbÞ. The pair of instructions is
mismatched with iconst 1 and iload 1. The point of the cell is
obtained by the maximum of gap-penalized value (from the left
cell or the upper cell) and the mismatch-penalized value (from
the upper-left cell). So, the value for the cell is obtained from the
left cell by subtracting gap penalty 1. After calculating all cells of
the alignment, the maximum point among the values in the bottom row is the resulting value for aligning two behaviors a and
b. From the calculation, the value for aligning two behaviors is 7.
Deﬁnition 5. (Matching Point of Two Behaviors). Let a and b be
behaviors in two birthmarks bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ, respectively. Let
Semi-Globalða; bÞ be the resulting value of semi-global alignment
between behaviors a and b. The matching point of two behaviors a
and b, denoted by mpða; bÞ, is then deﬁned as follows:

mpða; bÞ ¼ maxðSemi-Globalða; bÞ; 0Þ:

ð8Þ

After ﬁnishing the semi-global alignment between two sequences, the resulting value may be negative if the sequences are
highly dissimilar. In order to normalize the overall similarity between 0 and 1, the minimum matching points of behaviors are conﬁned to 0.
4.5. Comparing birthmarks
Given that a behavior is the basic element of the FP birthmark, it
is necessary to consider relationships between every pair of behaviors in two birthmarks. A relationship refers to the degree of similarity between two behaviors; therefore, it can be represented

by the matching point of two behaviors. Suppose birthmarks
bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ have n and m behaviors, respectively. Then,
n  m matching points should be considered between behaviors
in the birthmarks. From all of the pairs of behaviors, it is possible
to organize n  m matching matrix that is composed of the matching points. For example, if bmðPÞ ¼ fa1 ; a2 ; . . . ; an g and
bmðQ Þ ¼ fb1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bm g are birthmarks of two programs P and Q,
the matching matrix of bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ, denoted by
MatrixðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ, is then organized as follows:

0

mpða1 ; b1 Þ mpða1 ; b2 Þ
B mpða ; b Þ mpða ; b Þ
2 1
2 2
B
MatrixðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ ¼ B
..
..
B
@
.
.
mpðan ; b1 Þ mpðan ; b2 Þ

1
. . . mpða1 ; bm Þ
. . . mpða2 ; bm Þ C
C
C:
..
..
C
A
.
.
. . . mpðan ; bm Þ

From the matching matrix, the overall similarity can be calculated
by ﬁnding similar pairs of behaviors from each birthmark. This is
solved by searching for matched pairs in a manner that maximizes
the sum of the matching points. This problem is reduced to a maximum weighted bipartite matching problem [18]. In other words,
behaviors and matching points across behaviors correspond to the
nodes of a bipartite graph and weight edges, respectively. A greedy
algorithm can ﬁnd the set of pairs in Oðn3 Þ by selecting pairs of
behaviors in descending order of the matching point. These results
give minðn; mÞ pairs of matched behaviors, and this set of pairs is
termed the matching set between two birthmarks. Intuitively, the
matching set represents the set of pairs of the most similar behaviors among all behaviors in two birthmarks.
Deﬁnition 6. (Matching Point of Birthmarks). Let bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ
be the birthmarks of two programs P and Q, respectively. The
matching point of birthmarks bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ, denoted by
PðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ, is then deﬁned as follows:

PðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ ¼

X

mpða; bÞ;

ð9Þ

ða;bÞ2MðbmðPÞ;bmðQ ÞÞ

where MðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ denotes the matching set of bmðPÞ and
bmðQ Þ.
The matching point between two birthmarks is calculated by
accumulating all the matching points of the pairs in the matching
set between the birthmarks. If the matching point between two
birthmarks is higher than in other pairs, the two programs likely
share many sequences of bytecodes in common. This implies that
the two programs are likely to be in copy relation, because common sequences of bytecodes are typically used in such cases. From
the matching point of birthmarks, the similarity of birthmarks is deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 7 (Similarity of Birthmarks). Let P and Q be programs,
and bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ be birthmarks of P and Q, respectively. The
similarity of birthmarks bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ is then deﬁned as
follows:

SimilarityðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ ¼

min

P

PðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ
;
P
b2bmðPÞ wðbÞ;
b2bmðQ Þ wðbÞ
ð10Þ

where wðbÞ denotes the sum of the weights of the behavior b;
P
explicitly, for a behavior b ¼ hx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn i; wðbÞ ¼ x2b wðxÞ ¼
wðx1 Þ þ wðx2 Þ þ    þ wðxn Þ.
The similarity between two birthmarks is calculated based on
the sum of the matching points of all the matched pairs. In Eq.
(10), the similarity is normalized by dividing the sum by the minimum of sum of the weights of behaviors. Because software theft
may augment bogus instructions or control ﬂows, the minimum
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Fig. 3. The procedure for the FP-based birthmarking system.

of the two weight sums are applied so that the similarity can reﬂect
the containment relationship between the programs. If two birthmarks are fully matched, the matching point between two birthmarks becomes equal to the denominator. Hence, the resulting
similarity ranges between 0 and 1 in proportion to the degree of
similarity. This measure represents the ratio of birthmarks of original program that are contained in that of the target program. If an
author believes that his modules were stolen, it is a simple matter
to compare the birthmarks of suspicious modules with the modules
of the corresponding programs to conﬁrm the theft.
For example, let bmðPÞ ¼ fa1 ; a2 ; a3 ; a4 g and bmðQ Þ ¼
fb1 ; b2 ; b3 ; b4 g be birthmarks of programs P and Q, respectively.
Let the weight sums of behaviors in two birthmarks be
P
P
a2bmðPÞ wðaÞ ¼ 100 and
b2bmðQ Þ wðbÞ ¼ 120, respectively. Let

be the matching matrix of bmðPÞ and bmðQ Þ. From the search algorithm for matching behaviors, the matching set is denoted in this
case as the boldface points; that is, MðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ ¼ fða1 ; b1 Þ;
ða2 ; b3 Þ; ða3 ; b2 Þ; ða4 ; b4 Þg. Finally, the similarity between the birthmarks is calculated as follows:

SimilarityðbmðPÞ; bmðQ ÞÞ ¼

16 þ 15 þ 10 þ 9
¼ 0:50:
minð100; 120Þ

the Java program packages, the FP birthmarks are extracted from
original and suspicious methods or classes. Subsequently, comparing the behaviors leads to the matching matrix, and the similarity
is calculated by matching similar behaviors from the matrix. The
proposed birthmark was implemented in C language on MS Windows XP and then evaluated on a PC system with an Intel Pentium
4 (2.4 GHz) processor with 2 GB RAM.
The two Java program packages shown in Table 1 were used as
benchmark programs. Each class ﬁle in the packages is regarded as
an independent program. The class ﬁles are compared with each
other to evaluate the detection capability of software birthmarks.
The class ﬁles in the packages were chosen with respect to following criteria:
Size of the class ﬁles: Small programs may not be a target for
software theft. In addition, although birthmarks may be similar,
it is likely to be considered controversial to conclude that two
programs are in copy relation, because small programs may
be commonplaces. Therefore, to evaluate birthmarks properly,
the class ﬁles that contain at least 100 bytecodes were chosen.
Contents of the class ﬁles: In a Java program package, the class
ﬁles use many variables, and some class ﬁles are invoked only to
initialize the variables before the genuine operation. This kind of
class ﬁles consist of just one basic block containing a sequence of
method invocations and variable initializations without containing control structures, such as loops, conditional, and unconditional branches. Because these class ﬁles are often used not for
genuine operations, but for only initializations in most program
packages, they are excluded from the evaluation.
As shown in Table 1, 177 and 86 class ﬁles were chosen out of
407 and 383, respectively. The average numbers of bytecodes for
the evaluated class ﬁles in Ant and BCEL were 433.4 and 613.8,
and the numbers fall between 101 and 7077. The control ﬂow
graphs consist of 87–92 edges and 66–90 nodes on average, ranging from 2 to 1271 and 9 to 906, respectively.

Hence, the similarity between the programs is 50%.
5. Experimental results
5.1. Preliminaries

5.2. Birthmark evaluation
In this section, the proposed birthmark is evaluated with respect to two properties required for birthmark: credibility and
resilience. Fig. 3 shows a brief procedure for birthmarking two Java
programs and calculating the similarity between the birthmarks. In

For the evaluation of a software birthmark, there are two properties that should be satisﬁed: credibility and resilience. In previous works [23,24,28,29,32,41–45], evaluations were performed in

Table 1
The speciﬁcations of benchmark programs.
Program

Ant 1.5.4
BCEL 5.2

Size (bytes)

736,810
533,339

# of class ﬁles

Evaluated class ﬁles and the CFG

Total

Evaluated

# bytecodes

# edges

# nodes

407
383

177
86

433.4 (101–4162)
613.8 (101–7077)

87.7 (3–762)
92.2 (2–1271)

66.9 (9–592)
90.8 (11–906)
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independent environments in the evaluation of each property. For
example, to evaluate the credibility, many of these studies compared different programs with each other, and measured how
low the ranges of the similarity levels were. To evaluate the resilience, they compared the original programs with the modiﬁed versions and measured how high the ranges of the similarity levels
were. These types of evaluation methods have a number of issues
that should be considered.

resents the effectiveness of the birthmark. The area under the Fmeasure curve (AUC) is used as a metric to deﬁne how a software
birthmark performs over the entire space of threshold . Intuitively, a higher AUC implies that the software birthmark can separate two groups: the pairs of programs in copy relation (T group)
and the pairs of different programs (F group), by a wider margin,
further implying that the birthmark can distinguish the pairs in
copy relation with a higher degree of accuracy.

 Previous evaluation methods only considered the average similarity between different programs or identical programs in
separate environments. Thus, these methods did not consider
false positives and false negatives, although these may exist
in the evaluation of credibility and resilience, respectively. In
real-world environments, however, the two properties should
be satisﬁed simultaneously; hence, evaluation must be performed so that false positives and false negatives are taken into
account.
 If birthmarking methods are different, the scales of similarity
levels may also have different ranges. Therefore, it is unfair to
evaluate the performance of birthmarks through a direct comparison of the average similarities of programs. In order to counterbalance the different scales of the similarity levels, it is
necessary to normalize the scales according to individual
birthmarks.

5.3. Comparing FP birthmark with different k values

Precision and recall [9,20,39] are widely used measures for evaluating the quality of results in a binary decision problem, such as
information retrieval and statistical classiﬁcation. Precision is a
measure used to evaluate the soundness of the results; it indicates
the ratio of pairs of programs that are correctly detected to be in
copy relation among all pairs of programs that are detected by
the birthmark. Higher precision denotes that the pairs of programs
detected by the birthmark are more likely to be in copy relations.
Higher precision also shows the credibility of the birthmark. To increase precision, a software birthmark must reduce the occurrence
of false positives. Recall refers to the ratio of pairs of programs that
are detected by a software birthmark among pairs of programs that
are actually in copy relation. Higher recall denotes that the pairs of
programs in copy relation are more likely to be detected by the
birthmark and correspondingly shows the resilience of the software birthmark. In order to increase the level of recall, a software
birthmark must reduce the occurrence of false negatives, leading to
high resilience. The two measures are calculated as follows:

Precision ¼

Recall ¼

TP
jfPairs in copy relationg \ fDetected pairsgj
¼
;
TP þ FP
jfDetected pairsgj
ð11Þ

TP
jfPairs in copy relationg \ fDetected pairsgj
¼
:
TP þ FN
jfPairs in copy relationgj
ð12Þ

Here, TP; FP, and FN denote the number of true positives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. To evaluate the credibility
and resilience of a software birthmark simultaneously, the harmonic
mean of precision and recall, F-measure, is considered as follows:

F ¼2

Precision  Recall
:
Precision þ Recall

ð13Þ

The F-measure is located between 0 and 1 in proportion to the degree of precision and recall; the value remains high only in cases
where both of the precision and the recall are high relative to each
other.
As mentioned earlier, a birthmarking system detects pairs in
copy relation on the basis of the threshold value . As the threshold
value  moves from 0 to 1, F-measure values draw a curve that rep-

The FP birthmark is based on k consecutive basic blocks reachable through control ﬂow edges. As the value of k increases, the
capability of the birthmark can differ. Therefore, for practical application, it is important to determine a feasible value of k that leads
to higher credibility and resilience. In order to measure the property of the birthmark with respect to the value of k, birthmarks
with k value ranging from 1 to 5 were evaluated. The penalty values were applied with r ¼ 2 and gap ¼ 1. BCEL was used as a
benchmark program, and four transformation methods were applied to modify the original program. Jikes [4] is a Java compiler
that compiles Java source codes into Java class ﬁles. Jarg [2] is a
Java bytecode optimizer that optimizes Java programs by renaming
or eliminating the unnecessary parts of the programs. Smokescreen [5] and ZKM [3] are Java program obfuscators that transform original Java programs into equivalent programs that are
more difﬁcult to decompile or analyze. Smokescreen and ZKM perform several transformations, including control ﬂow obfuscation,
renaming, and string encryption.
Initially, the source codes of BCEL package were recompiled
with the Jikes compiler. Alternatively, an original BCEL package
was transformed with using Jarg, Smokescreen, or ZKM with the
strongest respective level of modiﬁcation. The birthmarks of the
class ﬁles in the original package and their transformed versions
were then extracted. Using the previously described criteria, 86
class ﬁles in the original package and their transformed versions
were considered as independent programs representing original
programs and their copied programs, respectively. Subsequently,
the birthmarks between all pairs of the original programs and
the modiﬁed versions were compared. Thus, 7396 comparisons
were done for each transformation of class ﬁles between the original and the modiﬁed version, and 86 pairs out of all comparisons
involved the pairs of identical class ﬁles (the T group).
Tables 2 and 3 show the results of the comparison of FP birthmarks with k values between 1 and 5. The experiments were performed on BCEL using the four different transformation methods of
Jikes, Jarg, Smokescreen, and ZKM. Table 2 shows the information
on FPs which were extracted from the original class ﬁles when
k ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The T group and the F group denote the pairs
of identical and different class ﬁles, respectively. The numbers of
FPs show the average numbers of extracted FPs and the ranges
according to k. From the results, as the value of k increases, the
average number of FPs and the lengths also increase. However, in
some class ﬁles, the k-FP birthmark is no more extracted if their
CFGs have no additional sequence of basic blocks longer than k. TaTable 2
Information on FPs extracted from original BCEL with respect to k values.
# of comparisons

k¼1
k¼2
k¼3
k¼4
k¼5

# of ﬂow paths

Total

T group

F group

Total

Avg. (range)

Bytecodes/FP

7396
7396
7396
7396
7396

86
86
86
86
86

7310
7310
7310
7310
7310

7809
7934
9044
10689
13493

90.8 (11–906)
92.2 (2–1271)
105.1 (0–1427)
124.2 (0–1604)
156.8 (0–1908)

6.7 (1–456)
14.2 (2–336)
20.9 (3–352)
27.2 (5–358)
33.4 (7–359)
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Table 3
Comparison of the time overheads and the F-measure analysis with different k values.
Jikes

k¼1
k¼2
k¼3
k¼4
k¼5

Jarg

Smokescreen

Time (s)

AUC

Time (s)

AUC

Time (s)

AUC

Time (s)

AUC

0.24
0.27
0.39
0.61
1.13

0.66
0.69
0.69
0.71
0.70

0.24
0.27
0.38
0.61
1.19

0.67
0.69
0.72
0.73
0.73

0.29
0.32
0.47
0.76
1.47

0.63
0.65
0.67
0.67
0.67

0.29
0.36
0.57
1.03
2.21

0.66
0.63
0.63
0.61
0.61

(0.0–22.9)
(0.0–45.7)
(0.0–65.2)
(0.0–87.1)
(0.0–124.7)

(0.0–22.7)
(0.0–47.0)
(0.0–67.3)
(0.0–88.2)
(0.0–126.0)

ble 3 shows the results of the comparison of the performances of
the birthmarks according to k for the four transformations of Jikes,
Jarg, Smokescreen, and ZKM. In the table, Time denotes the average
times taken to compare a pair of programs and the ranges. Because
the numbers and lengths of FPs grow as the value of k increases,
the comparison times also increase. In evaluating the AUC of Fmeasure curve, the birthmark can be evaluated as effective when
AUC is higher than 0.50 and the AUCs of the experiments range between 0.61 and 0.73. On the whole, there are no signiﬁcant differences in AUCs with respect to the value of k.
Fig. 4 shows the F-measure curves of the results shown in Table
3. The horizontal axis represents the variation of the threshold value , which is the basis for determining whether or not two programs are in copy relation. The vertical axis represents the Fmeasure value according to varying  values. With respect to the
four transformation methods, the variations caused by the value
of k are similar without apparent weaknesses. As the value of k increases, the overall similarities between the programs decrease
slightly. As a result, the F-measure curves move slightly leftward,
while the AUCs increase to some degree. In considering the AUCs
and the distributions of F-measure curves, it was determined that
the value of k ¼ 2 is a viable compromise between the time complexity and the performance of the birthmark.

1

0.8

0.8
k=1
k=2

0.4

k=3
k=4

0.2

(0.0–24.3)
(0.0–49.6)
(0.0–73.0)
(0.0–100.3)
(0.0–149.0)

There are several static approaches for detecting cases of software theft. Good examples are the birthmark of Tamada et al.
[43,44], the k-gram based birthmark [29,32], and the stack pattern
based birthmark [23]. The FP birthmark was evaluated and compared with these three approaches. The FP birthmark was experimented with k ¼ 2 as determined in the previous section, and
the penalty values for semi-global alignment were applied with
r ¼ 2 and gap ¼ 1. Stigmata 1.1 [6] was used for the birthmark
of Tamada et al. and the k-gram based birthmark.
A person adept at ‘cracking’ software may modify or transform
an original program to hide the fact of software theft. Therefore, a
birthmark must be sufﬁciently resilient to aggressive program
modiﬁcations. In order to evaluate four approaches in such environments, combinations of several transformation methods were used.
The ﬁrst modiﬁed version (JSJ) was transformed in such a way that
the programs were consecutively transformed by Smokescreen and
Jarg after recompiling their source codes using the Jikes compiler.
The second modiﬁed version (JZJ) used the ZKM obfuscator instead
of Smokescreen. Ant and BCEL were used as benchmark programs,
and the experiment referred to in Section 5.3 was conducted with
these benchmark programs and their modiﬁed versions JSJ and JZJ.

1

0.6

(0.0–27.5)
(0.0–47.0)
(0.0–69.8)
(0.0–96.0)
(0.0–138.9)

5.4. Comparing with other static approaches
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Fig. 4. Comparison of F-measure curves of birthmarks with different k values.
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Table 4
Results of comparisons of FP birthmark with the previous birthmarks.
Ant

BCEL

AUC

Similarity (%)

AUC

T group

F group

(a) Evaluation with the modiﬁcation of JSJ
Flow path
0.57
Tamada et al.
0.16
k-gram
0.36
Stack pattern
0.32

74.7
39.8
55.5
74.0

(41.8–100)
(12.5–72.2)
(34.4–76.9)
(40.0–99.1)

3.9 (0.0–66.6)
10.2 (0.0–51.1)
7.3 (0.0–47.3)
14.5 (0.0–78.2)

(b) Evaluation with the modiﬁcation of JZJ
Flow path
0.41
Tamada et al.
0.12
k-gram
0.33
Stack pattern
0.30

51.4
36.5
46.0
63.4

(9.2–86.7)
(14.5–70.8)
(5.0–83.7)
(16.8–97.2)

2.7 (0.0–73.7)
11.2 (0.0–52.4)
5.6 (0.0–45.2)
9.9 (0.0–75.4)

1

1

0.8

0.8

0.6
Flow path
Tamada et al.

0.4

T group

F group

0.61
0.33
0.39
0.47

74.7
56.8
64.8
72.5

(41.1–90.1)
(23.8–78.5)
(48.8–80.5)
(41.6–96.8)

3.0 (0.0–47.1)
11.0 (0.0–57.0)
14.3 (0.0–57.0)
8.8 (0.0–64.3)

0.49
0.12
0.42
0.48

57.8
34.5
52.7
70.4

(20.0–85.3)
(8.9–67.6)
(25.6–75.6)
(35.5–98.6)

2.4 (0.0–52.8)
11.5 (0.0–67.7)
4.6 (0.0–42.1)
7.3 (0.0–67.5)

with high reliability. However, through control ﬂow obfuscation,
the order of method calls may be easily modiﬁed. Moreover, most
obfuscators and optimizers can reorganize class structures and
modify class names. These types of aggressive transformations impaired the birthmark of Tamada et al. much more than the others.
With the k-gram based birthmark, the differences in the average
similarities between the T group and the F group ranged from
40.4% to 50.5%. The F-measure curves were located in areas higher
than those found in Tamada et al. The maximum points of the Fmeasure curves were located at high positions comparable to those
of the FP birthmark. However, the widths of the curves were narrower. The fact that the maximum point of F-measure curve was
higher than those of others indicates that the birthmark distinguished the pairs of programs in copy relation more precisely at
that point. However, the maximum points can differ according to
the individual modiﬁcation environments. Therefore, the maximum points in the experiments do not always comply with real-

F-measure

F-measure

Table 4 shows the results of the experiments on the four different birthmarks. The heading AUC shows the results of the F-measure curve analysis, while Similarity for each birthmark shows
the average similarities and their ranges according to the T group
and the F group. In a comparison of the T group and the F group,
to distinguish programs in copy relation more accurately, higher
differences can be evaluated as better. Fig. 5 shows comparisons
of the F-measure curves of the four approaches. With the birthmark of Tamada et al., the differences in the average similarities
between the T group and the F group ranged from 23.0% to
45.8%. The F-measure curves were located at the lowest areas
among four methods. The AUCs ranged from 0.12 to 0.33. The
birthmarks are dependent on comparisons of names of classes or
methods in programs. For example, used classes, inheritance structures, and sequence of method calls directly compare sequences of
names of classes or methods. In genuine class ﬁles that are not processed by obfuscators or optimizers, the birthmarks can be used
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Fig. 5. Comparison of F-measure curves of FP birthmark with those of the previous birthmarks.
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world environments. A birthmark can be evaluated to be more
credible and resilient if its F-measure curve has the form of a wide
and even distribution that yields a high AUC value. The AUCs ranged from 0.33 to 0.42, and the areas were smaller compared to
those of the FP birthmark. The k-gram based birthmark uses k consecutive opcodes in programs. Hence, it is susceptible to control
ﬂow obfuscation and code reordering. However, the k-gram based
birthmark is considered to be more credible than the birthmark of
Tamada et al., as it compares the opcodes itself instead of superﬁcial characteristics such as class names or method names.
With the stack pattern based birthmark, the differences in the
average similarities between the T group and the F group ranged
from 53.5% to 63.7%. The F-measure curves were located in the
more right regions compared to the prior two approaches. This implies that the stack pattern based birthmark was more resilient
even after programs were modiﬁed by the transformation strategies of JSJ or JZJ. However, the widths and the heights of the F-measure curves were lower compared to the high resilience. This result
shows that different programs may not be discriminated with credible intervals. This is because similar stack patterns that are composed of frequent stack instructions hinder the birthmark from
distinguishing different programs. The AUCs ranged from 0.30 to
0.48, and the performances undulated according to environments
where the birthmark was evaluated. For example, in environments
with BCEL modiﬁed by JZJ, the AUC was almost equal to that of the
FP birthmark. However, in the other environments, the AUCs of the
stack pattern based birthmark were no more than those of the kgram based birthmark. In our evaluation, this is because the stack
pattern based birthmark does not consider control ﬂows of programs. When the control ﬂows of programs are extensively modiﬁed by transformations, this method is affected like the k-gram
based birthmark.
With the FP birthmark, the differences in the average similarities between the T group and the F group ranged from 48.7% to
71.7%. In comparison with the other approaches, the T and F groups
were located in a considerable distance from each other. The Fmeasure curves were distributed in the wider areas, and the AUCs
ranged from 0.41 to 0.61, which were the highest values among
four approaches. Regardless of evaluation environments, the FP
birthmark showed more uniform performances compared to the
other birthmarks. These results are strong evidence that the proposed birthmark is more effective and reliable than other birthmarks in detecting programs in copy relation.
For practical use, it is important to decrease the number of false
negatives. This pertains mainly to the pairs in the T group, but the
similarities are lower than the threshold value. For such cases,
their bytecodes were investigated.
 First, it was noted that Smokescreen or ZKM decomposed a basic
block into several parts by adding bogus instructions with the
help of opaque predicates [8,15] which were always evaluated
as either true or false. When behaviors between two birthmarks are matched, the behaviors in the decomposed parts of
the CFG cannot be fully matched to the behaviors in the CFG
of the original program. This issue is discussed in Section 6.1.
 Secondly, it was noted that program transformation changed the
sequence of bytecodes by means of instruction reordering. For
example, Smokescreen transforms the sequence of pairs of load
and store instructions into the sequence of store instructions
after load instructions. As the FP birthmark compares the
sequences of bytecodes, the birthmarking method may be ineffective if the bytecode sequence has been reordered.
 Thirdly, it was noted that obfuscation changed a number of patterns of bytecode sequences into explanatory expressions. Semiglobal alignment is an effective method of aligning sequences in
which heads or tails are modiﬁed or augmented. However, if the

inner parts of the sequences are modiﬁed, semi-global alignment is fragile, because the modiﬁed parts may yield penalties
for aligning the mismatched parts. For example, the bytecode
ldc can be changed to the sequence of getstatic, iconst_n,
aaload or getstatic, bipush, aaload. If the modiﬁcation
occurs in the middle of the bytecode sequences, semi-global
alignment can fail to align the two sequences on account of penalty values for aligning the mismatched bytecodes. In order to
overcome this defect, it is necessary to reﬁne the alignment
algorithm by matching the patterns that can be transformed
by obfuscators.
 Finally, it was noted that different compilers generated bytecode
sequences differently. For example, the Jikes compiler changed
the order of ﬂow directions by inverting the condition of conditional branches.
These problems occurred due to the use of a method that compared the sequence of opcodes directly.

6. Discussion
6.1. Maintaining basic block decomposition
The FP birthmark is based on the sequences of basic blocks. For
example, if k-FP is considered as a birthmark, the sequences of k
consecutive basic blocks reachable through control ﬂow edges
are used for birthmarking programs. Therefore, if the basic blocks
of CFG are not altered, the FP birthmark shows very reliable results.
However, if program modiﬁcation changes the structure of the basic blocks, e.g., by breaking a basic block into several parts or combining several basic blocks into one basic block, the method may be
affected detrimentally and output unreliable results.
In cases in which several basic blocks are combined into one basic block, their ﬂow-related basic blocks should be ﬂattened out to
compose the basic blocks. Thus, the number of nodes in the CFG
and the code size increase. In this case, because the FPs generated
from the modiﬁed basic blocks overlaps with the counterparts of
the original basic blocks, the birthmark of the original program is
dominated by that of the modiﬁed program, which leads to a high
degree of similarity between the birthmarks. However, if one basic
block is decomposed into several parts, it is more difﬁcult to detect
the software theft. The FPs generated from the decomposed basic
blocks may not cover the counterparts of their original basic
blocks, because decomposing one basic block reduces the span of
the FP related to the decomposed basic block. This mismatch leads
to a low degree of similarity, as described in Section 5.4. To alleviate this shortcoming, it is necessary to increase the span of the FPs
related to the modiﬁed basic blocks. For this purpose, extending
the value of k into k þ a for some lookahead value a can be considered. In other words, the problem can be mitigated by comparing
the k-FP birthmark of original program with the ðk þ aÞ-FP birthmark of suspected program.
6.2. Comparing with a dynamic approach
Dynamic software birthmarking is an approach that extracts
birthmarks from run-time behaviors as the program is executed.
Dynamic approaches are dependent on run-time environments,
such as the inputs, user interactions, or run-time traces. So, they
cannot characterize the overall aspects of programs; rather, they
characterize only a slice of the program execution. When investigating the theft of an entire program, detection may be accomplished easily by summarizing the run-time behaviors extracted
from all of the traces. On the other hand, when investigating the
theft of libraries or modules, the detection is more complicated be-
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cause libraries or modules typically are partly contained in an entire program. The concerned parts may be embedded as some parts
of the birthmark of entire program. If the suspicious modules are
much smaller as compared to their complete program, it may be
difﬁcult to extract the birthmark of the concerned parts, because
the run-time trace of the program may not be controllable. Moreover, it is possible that the birthmark does not reﬂect the affected
parts at all. Thus, to detect the theft of modules through dynamic
approaches, it is essential for the author to grasp the details of
the stolen modules.
In experiments on a dynamic birthmark by Schuler et al. [42],
several XML parsers were compared with each other. To parse
XML documents, XML parsers commonly use the SAX interface, a
part of the Java API. Although XML parsers share the SAX interface
in common, the degree of similarities between these programs is
not high because the portions of the shared modules are much
smaller compared to the size of the complete programs. For this
reason, to evaluate detection capability of library theft, their experiments involved comparing the birthmarks of the library themselves with the birthmarks of the programs that contain the
library. Because library modules generally do not run as a standalone program, the main routine requires invoking the library to
extract the birthmark from the modules. For this purpose, the
author should know precisely which library modules were stolen;
moreover, it is important to ensure that the run-time environment
of each instance is identical. This circumstance requires additional
efforts to detect library theft when using dynamic approaches.
Moreover, in cases in which a program is obfuscated, it may not
be feasible to manage the run-time environments. Therefore, dynamic approaches have several limitations that prevent them from
being widely applied in real-world environments.
Static software birthmarking is performed by investigating the
program itself. In cases in which libraries or modules are stolen
in other programs, this type of birthmark can freely explore the
suspected parts of the programs and compare the birthmarks. For
example, in experiments by the authors that compared the XML
parsers [24], most of the shared modules in Piccolo and Crimson
had higher levels of similarity, indicating that they were in copy
relation, although the two programs shared different versions of
the relevant libraries.
6.3. Considering FPs with larger value of k
The FP birthmark is performed by comparing sequences of
reachable basic blocks in the CFGs of programs. With the large value of k, the precision of the FP birthmark can be improved, however, the recall of the birthmark deteriorates. For more accurate
results of this approach, it is important to maintain the number
of FPs and their lengths effectively. As the value of k increases,
the comparison time increases exponentially, because the number
of covered basic blocks conforms to the k. When the value of k increases to be very large, two problems may arise.
 For simple programs without loops, the number of FPs drops to
zero when there is no more basic block to traverse.
 For complex programs (especially with sequences of conditional
branches), the number of FPs grows exponentially as the k
increases.
The ﬁrst problem may be solved by using full sequences from the
beginning to the end of programs although the length is less than k.
This is similar to the approach of the full trace birthmark [33]. However, the second problem is much more challenging. Because the
exponential increase of FPs is mainly caused by serial composition
of conditional branches, the explosion problem is unavoidable if the
value of k is very large. However, restricting the iteration number of
loop structures may help to alleviate the problem.
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For loop structure of a program, two aspects of the FP birthmark
conﬂict with each other. Loop structure is an important characteristic of programs because programs can be differentiated according
to the existence of loop structures. However, the iteration of loops
may cause excessive increase of the number of FPs and the lengths
as the value of k increases. If the value of k is reasonably small, it
may be more favorable not to restrict the number of loop iteration
for maintaining the identity of programs. On the other hand, if the
value of k is much larger than some acceptable value, the number
of loop iteration should be limited to a ﬁxed number to reduce the
repetition of duplicated sequences. Although restriction on the
number of loop iteration cannot clear up the explosion problem,
it may reduce the number of FPs considerably.
In our prior evaluation in Section 5.3, there was no satisfactory
improvement on the AUCs although the value of k increases. However, the comparison time increased noticeably. Therefore, for
practical approaches for detecting software thefts, it is favorable
to maintain the value of k as small as possible.
7. Conclusion and future work
Software is intellectual property that must be protected against
theft. However, the incidences of software theft increase every
year. To detect cases of software theft, there have been several
investigations of software birthmarks. A software birthmark can
be used to identify the origin of software by comparing the inherent characteristics of the program. This paper proposes a method of
detecting the theft of Java programs through analysis of the ﬂow
paths of the program, speciﬁcally of the FP birthmark. Flow paths
refer to the sequences of basic blocks that are connected by the
edges of the CFG of a program; they represent the possible ﬂows
of operations upon execution of the program. They are also known
as the behaviors of the program. The semi-global alignment was
used to align two behaviors in each program, and the similarity between two programs was calculated by determining the set of the
most similar pairs of behaviors in the two programs.
To measure the two properties of credibility and resilience, the
proposed birthmark was evaluated with respect to precision and
recall, and the F-measure curves were then analyzed. The proposed
method was also compared with the earlier approaches of Tamada
et al., the k-gram based birthmark, and the stack pattern based
birthmark. Experimental results showed that the proposed birthmark was a more effective measure for detecting programs in copy
relation, even in cases where programs had been aggressively
modiﬁed. In addition, it is decisively shown here that the proposed
method can lessen the time and effort required for manual reverse
engineering in the identiﬁcation of software theft. Because the FP
birthmark can be applied to the algorithmic structures of a program, this method can also be used to detect the theft of the libraries or modules used in a complete program. The proposed
method may be ineffective if the basic blocks have been decomposed or if the instructions in programs are reordered or changed
via modiﬁcations. In a future work, the authors plan to improve
this method by reﬁning the alignment algorithm and by analyzing
the control ﬂows of programs.
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